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Abstract: Quadratic funciors lea.d naturally to the nation of a "~uadratic module" M
for which tensor products A~M and Hom-groups Hom(A,M) are defined. More
aver there are derived functors of ~ and Hom which generalize the classical Tor and
Ext groups respectively. For example the functors n and R of Eilenberg-Mac Lane
turn out to be such derived functors.
(1980 AMS Subject Clasaification Scheme: 18G15; 55P20; 55Q15,20,25,52;55U99)

Classical homolagical algebra is concerned with modules, additive functors, like the

tensor product and the Hom furictor, and their derived {unctors, like Tor and Ext.

In tbis paper we describe and exploit a IIquadratic extension" of homological algebra.

Indeed quadratic !unctors lead to the nation of a quadratic module M and there ia

canonicaIly a quadratic tensor produci A 8 M and a quadratic Hom-group

Hom(A,M). The ~ements of Hom(A,M) are quadratic forms on the module A with

values in M. We introduce and study quadratic derived functers which in panicular

yield the groups TOln(A,M) and Extn(A,M) respectively. These groups are

embedded in long exa.ct sequences as in the classical ca.se, see §9. The fundors given

by A~M, Hom(A,M) and the derived funetors TOIn• Extn are quadratic in A
and additive in M.

Of special interest are quadratic ll-modules M which are the quadratic analogues of

abelian groups. They appear frequently in the meta. sta.hle range of algehraic topo

logy; for example homotopy groups of spheres and the (co) homology of Eilenberg-
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Mac Lane spaces yield in a natural way quadratic ll-modules, see [4]. A quadratic

ll-module M is just a pair of homomorphisms

M=(M -LM LM)e ee e
between abe1ian groups satisfying HPH =2H, PliP =2P. In case Me' Mee are

homotopy groups of apheres these are the operators of the EHP-fiequence where H ia

the Ropf invariant and where P ia induced by the Wbitehea.d product, see [4], [11],
[16]. Fer example

1J.f = (7I. ....!....... 7J. ....L. 11), 115 = (11 ....L. 7I ....!....... 71), and 71A= (0 ---+ 7I ---+ 0)
are quadratic lI-modules. They lead to the following quadratic tensor producta and

torsion products respectively which turned out to be well known quadratic funetors

from abelian groups A to abelian groups. In fact, there are natural isomorphisms

A to -oS ~ Sp2(A) (symmetrie square)

A to 7J.A ~ A2(A) (exterior square)

A & 7/.r ~ r(A) (Whitehead's functer)

A*'71.r ~ R(A) and A'iRllr ~ O(A) .
Here R and n are the functors cf Eilenberg-Mac Lane [9] with R(A) = HSK(A,2)
and n(A) S A ~ 1l/3 = H7K(A,3). These examples illustrate that simple algebraic

data like -o.r,-oS or 1IA above are the crucial ingredients of fairly intricate quadratic

funciors. Further examples of ihis kind are given in the paper. In [4] we describe

exact sequences for homotopy groups of Moore spaces and (co)-homology groups of

Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces in terms of quadraüc derived functors. These results

made it necessary io develop a quadratic extension of homological algebra aB con
sidered in ibis paper.

The author would like to acknowledge the suppon of the Max-Planck-Institut für

Mathematik in Bonn. Moreover the author is grateful to M. Hartl, V. Jeschonnek and

W. Neumann for useful comments.
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§1 lIQdule3

We here fix some basic notations on ca.tegories, ringaids, rings and modules respec

tively, compare also [14]. In particu1ar, we describe the tensor product for modules

and ringoids. A bold face letter like g. denotes a category, Ob(m and Mor~ are

the classes cf objects and morphisInS respectively. We identify an object A with its

identity lA = 1 = A so that Ob(~ C Mor(Q). We also write f E~ if f ia a mor

phism or an object in Q. The set of morphiams A --+ B ia ~(A,B). Surjective mapa

and injective maps are indicated by arrows --+-+ and >---. respectively.

A ringoid ß is a category for which all morphism sets are abelian groups and for

which composition is bilinear, (equivaJently a ringoid ia a category enriched over the

monoidal category ef abelian groups). A ringeid ia also called a 'pre additive cate

goryJ, or an 4h-categery, see [13]. We prefer the nation Jringoid' since in ibis paper a

ringeid will play the role of a ring. In fact, a ringoid ß with a single object e will

be identified with the ring R given by the morphism set R =ß(e,e). Recall that a
biproduct (or a direct sum) in a ringoid ß is a diagram

i 1 . i 2
(1.1) X I • X y y =::; y

r1 12 .
which satisfies I 1i1 = 1, rt2 = 1 and i1I1 + i212 =1. Sums and producta in a

ringoid are as well biproducts, see [13]. An additive category ia a ringoid in which bi

praducts exist. Clearly the category ~ of abelian groups ia an additive category

with biproducta denoted by xe Y. A functor F: ß --+ ~ between ringoids is

additive if

(1.2) F(f+g) =F(f) + F(g)
fOI morphisms f,g Eß(X,Y). Moreover, we say that F ia guadratic if ä, with

(1.3) ~(f,g) = F(f+g) - F(f) - F(g),

ia a bilinear funcüon. A module with coefficients in a ringoid ß el equivalently an

ä-module ia an additive functor

(1.4) M : ß ----+~ .

In case ß has only one object e we identify M with the ~(e,e)-module M(e),

wbich ia a module aver a ring in the uaual sense, compare also [14]. An R-module ia

also cal1ed a!ml I1-:-m0dule. A right ß-module N is a contravarlant additive functor

N : ß --+ ~. For f Eß(X,Y) we use the notation
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{
M(f)(x) =f:t(x) =f· x
N(f)(y) =1(y) =Y· f

xEM(X),
yEN(Y).

A right R-module ia the same as an ~oP-module where ßOP is the opposite cate

gory which ia a ringoid. In case ä is small (that ia, if the dass of objecta in :ß is a

set) let ~(W be 1M category Qf ß-modules. Morphiams in M.(W are natural

transformations. The category M(ID is an abelian category; as an example one has

M(7I.) = ÄR. We now recall the definition of tensor products of modules.

(1.6) Definition: Let ä be a small ringoid, let A be an aOP-module and let B be

an ß-module. The tensor product A eR B ia the abel.ian group generated by the

elements a e b, a EA(X), b E B(X) where X is any object in ß. The relations are

{
(a+a/)~b=aeb + a/~b

a~( b+b / ) = a~b + a~b'

( a" · ~)~b =a 11~ ~ • b) .
"for a,a ' E A(X), b,b ' E B(X), ~X --+ Y E R, a" E A(Y). For maps

f : A~ A'e 14(ß) and g: B --+ B' E~(ßOp) we have the induced homomor

phisms ~: A ~RB -+ A' SRB' by "(f3g)(aS b) = (fa)~gb). Whence the tensor

product ia abiadditive functor SR: M(ßoP) )( MeID -+~.

If 11 = R is a ring then ASRB abeve is the usual tensor product ef modules ever

R. We also need tensor products of ringoids:

(1.7) Definition: The tensor product ~S§. 2f ringoicis ~,~ ia the fellowing ringoid.

Objects are pairs (X,Y) with X EOb(ID, Y E Ob(ID and the morphisms
(X,Y)-+(X/,Y / ) are the elements of the tensor product of abelian groups

ß(X,y) ~1I. ~(X,Y). Composition ia defined by (~)(f/Sg/) = (H' ) S (gg/). Any

biadditiye functor F: ß )( ~ --+~ has a unique additive factorization (as well de

notOO by F) F: R8 ~ ---+ ah with F(~) = F(f,g). For exa.mple an !i-module A

and on ~-modu1e!l yield the ß~~oduleA~B given by (A~B)(fSg) =A(f)97I.B(g).
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§2 Quadrat i c ll-modu l es

Let Adg(ll) be the category of finitely generated free abelian groups. The additive

functors F: ~(1l) -+~ are in one one correspondence with abelian groups, the

correspondence is given by F t--+ F(l). In this section we introduce quadratic ll-mo

dules which are in one one correspondence with quadratic funttors ~(1l) -+ ~. In

this sense a qua.dratic ll-module ia just the IIquadratic analogue" of an abelian group.

(2.1) Definition. A auadratic 1l=module

M=(M H -M LM)e ee e
ia a pair of abelian groups Me,Mee together with homomorphisms H,P which aatis-

fy PHP = 2P and HPH = 2H. A morphism f: M -+ N between quadratic lI-mo

dules ia a pair of homomorphisIDs f: Me -+ NeJ f: Mee -+ Nee (i = 1,2) which

commute with H and P reapectively. Let ~(1l) be the category of quadratic

ll-modules.. For a quadratic lI-module M we define the involution

T = HP -1 : Mee -+ Mee. Then the equations for H and P are equivalent to

PT = P and TH = H. Moreover we.get TT = 1 since l+T =HP = HPT = T+T2.
We define for n E 71 the function

{n. :Me ~Me

n.{x) = nx + (n{n-l)/2)PH(x), x E Me

One.can check that (n-m)* = n.m* and that (n+m)* = n.+ m.+ nmPH. Let
HIn = 1l/n11., n ~ 0, be the cyclic group of order n. We call M a guadratic 7l/n-mo

~ if n · Mee =0 and n.Me = o. We identify a qua.dratic ll-module M satis

fying Mee = 0 with the abelian group Me' this yields the full indusion

~ =M(ll) CQM(71) .. Next we observe that thete ia a duatity functor

D : QM.(1l) --+ Ql:1(1l) with D(M) given by the interchange of the roles of H and

D D
P respectively, that ia D{M) =«DM)e H • (DM)ee P I (DM)e) with

(DM)e = Mee and (DM)ee = Me' HD = P and pD = H. Clea.rly DD(M) = M.
Moreover an additive functor A:~ -+ ag induces a functor

AU : s:4(ll) -+ ~(1l). Here we define the quadratic ll-module A[M] by

A[Mle = A(Me) and A[M]ee =A{Mee) with H and P given by A{H) and A{P)
respective!y. For example the functor A = _ 'iJll.C, C Eä carries M to [M] 'iJl C.
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(2.2) Proposition: There ia a ring Q together with an i80morphism

X : ~(1l) ~ ~(Q) of categories where M(Q) ia the category of Q-modules.

~: For M E QM(ll) we have inclusions and projections (r = e,ee)

i r
(1) M r I M tB M r, M

r e ee r
They yield the following endomorphisms of the abelian group Me e Mee

(2) a = iere, b = ieereeJ h =ieeHreJ p = iePree
which satisfy the relations

(3)

2 2a = a, b = b, ab = ba = 0,

a + b = 1,

ha = 0, bh = 0, pa = 0, bp = 0,

(4)

php = 2p, hph = 2h.

Let Q be the ring generated by a,b,h,p such that the relations are satisfied. Then

X in (2.2) carries M to the Q-module. Me e Mee defined by (2). As a ll-module

Q ia given by Q = -n6 with basis (a,b,h,p,ph,hp). Moreover the quadratic ll-mo

dule X-1(Q), as weIl denoted by Q, ia given by

{

Qe = a -Q = -u.3 with basis (a,ap,aph),

Qee= b-Q =zr with basis (b,bh,bhp),

and by

(5) [0.°0] [-1 00]H=P= 102 ,T=HP-l= 010 .
01010 1

(2.3) COlollarY: The category ~(1l) is an abelian ca.tegory.

Recall that an object X in an additive category ia indecomposable if X admits no

isomorphism X ~ A tB B with A f 0 and B f o. It is an interesting problem to

classify all finitely generated indecomposable quadratic ll-modules up to isomor

phism. This leads to the following examples. We say thai a quadraüc ll-module M

is of~~ if Me and Mee are cyclic groupa. Let In E71/n be the generator

and let k: 71/n --+ 71/m be the homomorphism with k(ln) =k -1m, k E 11., ml k -n.
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Then we obtain the following list where C = 71. OI C = 71/pi, p = prime, s,t ~ l.

(2.4)

M Me Mee H p

C C 0 0 0

CA 0 e 0 0

er e e 1 2

eS e e 2 1

H(t) 11 11/2t 2t - 1 0

P(8) 1/./S8 11. 0 29-1

8+t>1,H(8,i) 7/./28 7/./2t 2i- 1 0

8+t>1,P(s,t) 1/./29 1/./2t 0 29- 1

8+t>3,M(s,t) 1/./28 1/./2t 2t- 1 28- 1

r(9) 71/2s+1 1/./28 1 2

S(s) 71/25 71/29+ 1 2 1

8>1, r' (s) 71/zS+1 71./2s 28-1+1 2

8>1, S'(s) 71./25 71./29+ 1 2 28- 1+1

The isomorphie objects in the list are given by er ~ CS if C= 1/./qi (q odd). With

the notations in (2.1) we clearly have Cr = [71r]e71c, cS = [t')8 71e and

CA = [llA)81/.C, We leave it to the reader to describe the dualities in the list. An ele

mentary but somewhat elaborate proof shows:

(2.5) Proposition: The quadratie ll-modules in (2.4) furnish a eomplete list cf inde

composable quadratie lI-modules of cyclie type.

(2.6) Definition: Let F: ß -+~ be a quadratie {unetor and let X v Y be abipro

dutt in !Ir The quadratie gQM.~ F(X IY) is defined by the image group

(1) F(X IY) = im{~(ilrl,i2r2) : F(Xv Y) -+ F(Xv Y)}
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see (1.3) and (1.1). If ß ia an additive category we get by (1) the biadditive.functoI

(2) F(_LJ :ß )( ß --+~.

Moreover we have the isomorphism

(3) • : F(C) E9 F(Y) EB F(X IY) ~ F(X v Y)

which ia given by F(i1), F(i2) and the inclusion i12 : F(X IY) CF(Xv V). Let r12

be the retraction of i12 obtained by ,-1 and by the projection to F(X IY). For the

biproduct Xv Y one haB the maps J.' = i1+i2 : X"":'" Xv Y and

v = r1+r2:Xv Y --+ X. They yie1d homomorphismB H arid P with

(4) F{X} =(F(X) .JL. F(X IX) ...f..-. F(X)}.

by H =rI2F(J.') and P = F(v)iI2. Moreover we derive !rom f+g =v(fv g)J.' the

formula

(5) F(f+g) = F(f) + F(g) + PF(fl g)B
or equivalently d(f,g) = PF(fl g)B, see (1.3).

(2.7) Proposition: Let F: 11: --+~ be a quadratic functor and assume ß ia an

additive category. Then F{X} is a quadratic ll-module and X...-..+ F{X} defines a

functor ll--+ ~(1l).

f.mQf 9.! (2.1): We define the interchaIige map

{

T.: XvX ----.XvX
(1)

T= i 2 r 1 + i 1 r 2
Then we have TJ.' =p and vT =v. Moreover Tinduces a map

(2) T : F(X IX) --. F(X IX)
with F(T)iI2 = i 12T and 112F(T) =Tr12. Whence we gei TB =H and PT = P.

Moreover we obtain HP =1 + T byapplying F to the commutative diagram in R
v J.'

---tJ X -----+1 Xv X

(3) J'YJ' 1 1VYV •

Xvxvxvx !VTV! IXVXVXVX
Here we use the biadditivity of FL l-l in (2.4).

The significance of quadraiic ll-modules ia described by the next resuli which is a

special case of (3.1) below. Let ~(ll/n) be the full subcategory of ÄR consisting

cf finitely generated free (1/./n)-modules; n ~ 0, (for n =0 we set 1/./0 =1l).
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(2.8) Theorem: There is a 1-1 correspondence between quadratic functors

F : Add(lI./n) --+~ and quadratic 7l./n-modules M, n ~ O. The correspondence

carries F to F{ll/n}, see (2.6)(4).

HeIe a '1-1 correspondence' denotes a bijection which maps isomorphism classes to

isomorphism classe&. Whence any quadratic functor F: MJ(71./n) --+~ is com

pletely determined (up to isomorphism) by the Iairly simple algebraic data of the

quadratic 7I-module F{ll/n} which ia actually a quadratic ll/n-module. In addition

to the correspondence in (2.8) we obtain in (3.7) below an equivalence of categories.

Finally we consider some examples of quadratic funetors ~ --+ All which appear in

the literature, see for example [3]. Let ~ be the functor which carries the abelian

group A to e2A = A~A. Moreover Let i2,A2,Sp2 be given by the following rela

tions (a,b E A):

(2.9) [
~2(A) =A~A/(a~b+b~NO)
A2(A) = A~A/(aflJa NO)
sp2(A) = A~A/(a~b-b.NO)

Next let r be the quadratic funeter of J.H.C. Whitehea.d [17], see also [9] §13 where

r = r4 is shown to be part ef a free commutative ring with divided powers. We ob-

tain r and a weak quadratic functor rasfollows. A function f: A --+ B between

abelian groups is nM guadratic ü [a,b]f =f(a+b) - f(a) - f(b) is bilinear, and f ia

guadratic if in addition {(-al Ef(a). Let 7: A --+ r(A), tesp. '7: A --+ r(A), be the

11universal11 quadratic, resp. weak quadratic function. The funetion 7 (7) has the

property that any (weak) quadratic function f a.dmits a unique factorization f =g1

(f = g'7) where g (i) is a homomorphism. We write g = 7#(f) and g=1#(f).

Fot the functets r and r one has the following natural commutative diagram with

short exaet lews (see (8.16» which is a pull back diagra.m.

N '1 (1)
0~Sp2(A)~ reAl # IA .0

(2.10) ! '7#(7) ! q

2 7#(~
O~SP (A)~ reAl .A81l/2--+0
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Here q ia the quotient map and w, (w) carries {aeb} to [a,b]7 ([a,b],)' The

functors in (2.9) and (2.10) lead to the following list of quadratic ll-modules F{71}
associated to a quadratic functor F. In (4.9) below we show that the !unctors

F : ag --+~ in this list are actually completely determined by F{71}.

(2.11) F F 7I. -lL F 1l

r II (1,1). l/JIfl/. 7I.~

r 1l/2 0 7I. I 71./2 P(l)I

A2 0 I 1I • 0 lI.A

Sp2 II 2 7/. 1 .1l. -aSI

r 1l. 1 1l. 2 .7/. 1l.rI

r llfFil/. M 7I. (1,01..... II e 1l ll.
r

The right hand column is' compatible with the notation in (2.4). The basis of

~(1l11l) ~ 1l.ell ia (eI~'~~1) where (el'~) ia a basis of 1J.!B1l.. Moreover the

basis of r(ll) ~ 1J.e1/. ia (e1,e2), with el =w{181} =7(2) - 27(1) arid e2 uni

quely determined by ,#(1)e2 = 1, 7#(1)e2 = 7(1), see (2.10). The surjection

p = (Pl,P2) : r{1J.} -+ r{7I} induced by 1#(7) in (2.10) satisfies PI(eI) = 2,

PI(e2) = I, P2(1) = 1.

We point out thai the dual D(11~ of the qua.dratic ll-module 11
8

in (2.11) ia iso

morphie to the quadratic lI.-module 7l.r.Up to isomorphism there ia actually only

one quadratic l-module M with Me ~ lel and M~ l, namely l.

Finally we remark that the 'universal' quadratic lI-module Q in (2.2)(4), (5) ia de-

composable, namely there are isomorphism8

(2.12)
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in QM(l1). Whence the quadratic functor aw!(1l) --+~ corresponding to Q via

(2.8) ia the functar r sr. The isomorphiam (D119 )Sll
a

24 Q ia given by the matri

ces

[-1 10] [0-1 1]o 0 1 for Qe and 1 0 0 for Qee·
1 0 0 0 1 0

§3 Oyadrgtic a-modules

For any ringoid ß one ha.s quadratic ß-modules which are the "quadratic generali

zation" of ß-modules in §l. For ß = 11 they are just the quadratic ll-modules dis

cussed in §2 above.

(3.1) Definition: Let ä be a ringoid. A guadratic ä-module M = (Me,Mee,T,B,P)

ia a pair of functotS Me: R---+ ~J Mee : ß)( R---+~ (both as well denoted by
M) together with natural transformations

T = TX y.: M(X,Y) --+ M(Y,X) and M(X).JL M(X,X) L'M(X),
such that the following properties are satisfied

(1) PT =P ,
(2) -TB = H,

(3) T = HP -Ion M2(X,X) ,
(4) TT = 1 .

Moreover the funetor Mee ia biadditive and the functor Me is quadranc with

(5) M(f+g) = M(f) + M(g) + PM(f,g)H

for f,g: X --+ Y Eß. We also write f* = M(f) and (f,g)* = M(f,g). A morphism

F : M --+ ~ between quadratic ß-modules ia a pair of natural transformations

(6) Fe : Me --+ Ne ' Fee: Mee --+ Nee

which commute with T,H, and P respectiveIy. Let Q!1(ß) be the category 2i gM

~ ß-modules for a small ringoid ß.

We identify a quadratic !i-module, aatisfying Mee= 0, with an ß-module. This

yields the full inclusion of abelian categories M.(ID CQb!(R), see (2.3). On the other
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band a .quadratic R-module M with Me = 0 is the same aB a pair (Mee,T) where

Mee abiadditive functor ~xß --+~ and where T =TX,y:Mee(X,Y) ~ Mee(Y,X)

ia a natural transformatio~with TT = 1 and TXrX = -1, X,Y E Ob R. The direct

aum MSN of quadratic R-modules ia given by (M0N)e(X) = Me(X)SNe(X) and

(MSN)ee(X,Y) =Mee(X,Y)SNee(X,Y).

(3.2) Remark: For the ringoid ß = 71. a quadratic R-module M as in (3.1) ia the

same as a quadratic ll-module with Me = M(e), Mee = M(e,e). In fa.ct, for

n Eli(e,e) = 1l the induced map M(n) = n* ia defined in (2.1) and T =Te,e in

(3.1) is defined by T in (2.1). This also shows that for the ring ä = ll/n a quadra

tic ~-module is the same aB a quadratic 71/n-module defined (2.1).

The equations (4.1)(1),(2),(3) !cr a quadratic li-module show that for X E Ob(ß)

(3.3) M{X} = (M(X) -.!!... M(X,X) L M(X))

ia a quadratic 7l-module. Whence M yielda a functor M: R--+ 9M(1l) which

carriea the object X to M{X}. The quadratic ß-module M, however~ ia not deter

mined by ibis functor since for example TX y in (3.1) is given for all pairs,
(X,Y). E .Qg(R) )( Ob(ß). In. case :ß has a single object e, thai is, if ß = R ia a

ring, then a guadratic R-module M consists of a quadratic 7I-module

(1) M(e) -.!!... M(e,e) L M(e)
where M(e,e) ia an R ~1l R-module and where ·the multiplicative monoid of R

a.cta on M(e) such thai H and P are equivariant with respect to the diagonal

a.ction on M(e,e) and such thai

(2) (f+g).(x) = f.(x) + g*(x) + P(~)· (Hx).
Here f.(x) denotes the action of fE R on x E M(e).

(3) Examples: Let R be a commutatiye ring. We define quadratic R-modules

RA,aS, and Rr as folIows.

M Me Mee H P

RA 0 R 0 0

RS R R 2 1

Rr R R 1 2

Here fE R &da on x EM(e) by {.(x) ={-{·x and ~ acta on y EM(e,e) by

(fSg) -y = {. g. y. Compare also (2.4) and (2.11).
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Now let M be a quadratic !L-module and let Xv Y be a biproduct in ß. Then one

gets the natural isomorphism of abelian groups

(3.4) ., : M(X) ED M(Y) mM(X,Y) ~ M(Xv Y).

The coordinates of W a.re i1*, i2* and P(il'i2)*i the coordinates of the inverse

.-1 a.re I1*,I2* and (Il'I2)*H. The isemorphism (3.4) cerresponds exactly te

(2.4)(3). This shows that (3.4) yields fOI Xv Y E Ob(ß) the identification

(1) M(X,Y) =M(X IY)
ef quadratic cross effects. We can iterate (3.4) as follows. For an index set I let

V X. be an I-fold biproduct in i. U I ia finite we abtain by (3.4) the formula
iE! 1

(2) M( V X.) = ED M(X.) m fB M(X.,X.)
iE! 1 I 1 i<j 1 J

where we choose an ordering < of L Thia formula holds as well for infinite index

sets I if Me and Mee commute with dired limits. Many examples of quadratic

ß-modules arise as follows.

(3.5) EXample: Let ß be a. ringoid, let ~ be an additive category, and let

i : ß --+ Ä be an additive functer. Often R is a. subringeid ef ~ and i ia the in

dusion, for example !l = ~: Then any quadratic functor F: Ä --.~ yields a qua

dratic R-module

~{ID = i*F ~ (Fe,Fee,T,H,P)

as fellows. The functers Fe =i*F and Fee =(iXi)*F(_1~ are the restrictions of

the !untiers F and F{_I~, see (2.6). Men~over H,P and T are given as in (2.6)

and in the proof of (2.7) respectively. In case ß is the subringoid generated by the

identity IX EOb(~ than F{ä} ia the same as the quadratic ll-module F{X} in

(2.7).

We now are ready to describe the generalization of theorem (2.8) for quadratic

ß-modulesj for this we recall from (vm, §2) [13] the

(3.6) Definition: Let ß be a ringoid. Then the free additive category

(1) i : ß C~(ß)
is given as follows. The objects of AddrnJ a.re the n-tuple X = (X1,... ,Xn) ef ob

jects Xi in ß, 0 ~ n < lD. The merphisms are the corresponding matrices of mor

phisms in ß. The indusion i carnes the object X to the corresponding tuple of

length 1. Any additive funetor f: 11--' Ä (where ~ ia an additive category) has a
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unique extension r: ~(W --i Ä which carries the tuple X to the biproduct

f(X) = FX1v .•• v FXn in A,. Let ~(~ be the category of quadratic functors

(2) F : ~(ID --+ ~,

morphisms are natural transformations.

(3.7) Theorem: There is an equivalence of categories ~(ß)~ 9:M.{lt) which

carries F to the restriction F{IU in (3.5).

For a ring ä = R the category h-j.f1(R) coincides with the full subca.tegory of finite

ly generated free R-modules in M(R)~ Therefore (2.8) ia readily obtained by (3.7)
above. The inverse of the equivalence (3.7) ia given by the tensor producta defined in

the next sectionj one gets (3.7) as a corollary of (4.4) below.

§4 Th, gyadra ti c tensor produc t

We introduce the tensor product of an aOP-module and a quadr~tic ß-module, this

ia the quadratic generalization of the tensor product defined in (1.6).

(4.1) Definition: Let ß be a small ringoid. We define the functor

8 R: MaCßop
) )C W:'!(ß) --+~

which carries the pair (A,M) ~o the tensor product A ~RM. The abelian group

A GDßM is generated by the symbols

{

aGD m, a EA(X), m EM(X)
(1)

[a,b]8 n, a EA(X), b E A(Y), n EM(X,Y)

where X,Y are objects in ß. The relations are
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(a+b)GlDm =a~ +~ + [a,b] S H(m),

a~m+m/) = a~ + a&m ' ,

[a,a]~ = aSP(n),

[a,b]~ = (b,a]eT(n),

[a,b]en ia linear in each variable a,b, and n,

(~*a)em = a~~*m),

[~*a,t*b]~ = [a,b]~~,.)*(n)

where ~,w are morphisms in ß and where a,b,m,m I Jn are appropriate elements aß

in (1). (We point out that the last two equaüons of (2) are redundant if ß = 7I..) For

morphismB F: A -+ A' EMUloP) and G: M -+ M' E~CID we define the

induced homomorphism

(3) F ~ G : A ~RM -+ A/~RM'

by the formulas

{

(~)(a0m) = (Fa)~(Gem)
(4)

(~)([a, b]~n) = [Fa,Fb]*(Geen)

In case Mee= 0 we see that A ~RM coincides with the tensor product (1.6).

Whence the functor eR in (4.1) extends canonically the functor GDR in (1.6).

(4.2) Proposition: The tensor product (4.1) yields an additive funetor

(1) A ~R(-.l : ~(ID --+ AJ&
for ead A in MeID and a quadratic functor

(2) U ~ßM: :4Cßop
) -+ äh

for each M in ~(ß). The quadratic cross effect of (2) ia given by the formula

(3) (A IB) ~RM =(AeB)4DR~RMee'

Here A and B are iOP-modui~ which yield the (ß S WOP-module A ~ B by

(1.7) and the 11 ~ ß,-module Mee ia given by M. The right hand aide of (3) ia a ten

sor product in the sense ef (1.6). The isomorphism (3) ia ebtained by the indusien

(4) i12 : (AeB)eR~RMee >--+ (AEBB)eß,M
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which carries a~bG)n to [i l a,i2b]G)n for a E A(X), b E B(Y), n E M(X,Y). By (3.5)

the quadratic functor F = (~eRM ia as .weil a quadratic M(Jl}-module. Here the

strueture mapa T,H,P are given by the natural transformations

T
(5) (A~B)~~~RMee ---+ (B~A)~R~RMee'

H P
(6) A~RM ---+ (A~B)~B~RMee---+ A eRM

defined by the formulas

H(a~) = (a~)*H(m)

H([a,b]G)n) = (a~b)~ + (b~)0T(n),

(7) T((a~b)~) = (b~)0T(n),

P((a~b)~) = [a,b]~.

We point out that the tensor product (4.1) ia compatible with direct limits in

MmoP) and Q!1(ID respectively.

Let ~ be an additive category and let F: a-+ 4h be a quadratic funetor. For a

small subringoid ß C~ -the quadratic 1ft-module F{ID ia defined by (3.5). On the

other hand each object U in 4 gives us the ~oP-modul~

[R,U] : ßOP -+ Ä.R

which carries X ER to ~(X,U) =[X,U]. We now define a map

(4.3) ~ : [Ii,U]~RF{!U -+ F(U)

by ~(a8m) =F(a)(m) for a E [X,U], m EF(X) and '\([a,b]~) =PF(a Ib)(n) for

b E Hom(Y,U) and n E F(X IY).

(4.4) Proposition: The homomorphism .,\ in (4.3) ia well defined and natural. More

over .,\ is an isomorphiam if U = X1v ••• v Xr ia a finite biproduct with ~ E11 for
i = 1,... ,r and if ß ia a fnIlaubringoid of ~.

This resuIt is a crucial property of the tensorproduct (4.1) which shows that defini

tion (4.1) is naturally derived from the notion of a quadratic functor.
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The proposition shows that a qua.dratic funetor F: ~(ß) --+~ is completely

determined by the quadratic ~-module F{!U = i*F. This proves theorem (3.7); in
f'act, the inverse of the fundor (3.7) ca.rries M E~(R) to the quadratic functor

[!1,-J ~RM. The next corollary illustrates proposition (4.4). Let ~ be the full

subcategory of ~ consisting of cyclic groups 7I/n where n =0 or where n is a

prime power. Then we have the equivalence of categories

(4.5) Add(~~FAb

where FAb is the full subcategory of ~ consisting of finitely generated abelian
groups. Since each abelian group is the limit of its finitely generated 8ubgroups we get
the -

(4.6) Corollary: Let F:~ --+~ be a quadratic functor which commutes with

direct limits. Then F is completely determined by the qua.d.ratic ~-module

F{~, see (3.5). In fact, we have the natural isomorphism

~,A] ~C y cF{~ ~ F(A) for A in. A!l.

We now consider examples of the natural transformation ~ in (4.3). A commutative

ring R satisfies Rop' . R Therefore we get for any quadratic functor

F : M(R) --+~ the natural homomorphism (A E Ob MJR)
(4.7) ~ : A ~RF{R} --+ F(A).

Rere the quadratic R-module F{R} is essentially given by the homomorphiams in

!1l

F(R) ....!L F(R IR) L F(R),

see (2.6)(4) and (3.3)(1), and ~ ia defined as follows. For a EA let ä: R -. A be

the map in MJR) with &(1) = a. Then we get for m EF(R) and n EF(R IR) the

fennulas ~(a~) = F(i)(m) and ~([a,b]~) = PF(il O)(n). By (4.4) the map ~ ia

an isomorphism if A ia a finitely generated free R-medule. We call ~ the tensor

approximation of the quadratic functor F. For R = U. we have the following ex
amples fur which the tensor approximation ia a.ctually a natural isomorphism.
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(4.8) Proposition: The functors F = r, ;;, A2, sp2,r, and r in the list (2.11)

satisfy A 8 1lF{1l} = F(A) for all A E Ob(~.

The torsion functor F:~ -+~ with F(A) = A*A, however, is a quadratic func

tor for which the tensor approximation is uo isoIDorphism, in faet, F{ll} = 0 in tbis

case. 1t is easy to check (4.8) by the definition of the relations in (2.9) and (4.1)

respectively. Finally we observe the next result where we use the notation [M] 8 7lC

in (2.1).

(4.10) Proposition: For M E~(1l) and A,C E~ we have the natural i80mor

phiSID

§5 The ayadratic Rom functor

Let !Ja be a small ringoid. For ß-modules A,B one has the abelian group

HomR(A,"B) which consists of all natural transformations A -+ B. We now extend

tbis Hom funtior for the case that B is a quadratic ß-module.

(5.1) Definitions: We define the functer

HomB. : M(R)oP )( ~(ß) -+ 4h
wbich carries the pair (A,M) to the abelian group HomE:(A,M), the elements of

which are called guadratic f2ml§. A -+ M ~ ß. A quadratic form a: A -+ M ia

given by functions (X,Y E Ob(ß))

(1) aX : A(X) -+ M(X), aX y: A(X) )( A(Y) -+ M(X,Y),
such that the following properties are satisfied; (they are analogues to the correspond-

ing properties in (4.1)(2) and they as well define the sume a + /1 of quadratic

forms).
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ax(a+b) = aX(a) + QX(b) + PaX X(a,b),
(a+ß)X = aX+ßX

aX X(a,a) = HaX(a),
aX y(a,b) = Tay X(b,a), ,
aX Y ia bilinear and (a+p)X y = aX Y + ßX y

, '"
Me(~)aX= aX A(~)

I

Mee{~,t)aX y = aX Y (A(~) x A(t))
, l' I

Here a,b are appropriate elements in A{X) or A{Y) and ~ : X~ Xl'
t : Y~ Y1 are morphiatnS in R. The last two equations describe the "naturality"
of the quadratic form a, (these equations are redundant ü ß = ll). For morphisms
F : A I ~ A in M{ä) and G: M~ M I ESl:1{ß) we define the induced hom(r
morphisms
(3) Hom(F,G) : Romß{A,M)~ Homg(A ' ,MI)

by the formulas Hom{F,G){a) ={J with

(4) ßX·= GeaXF, ßx,Y . GeeaX,v<FxF).
In case Mee =0 we see that Homß{A,M) coincides with the usual group of natural

transformations A~ M, whence the functor (5.l) extends canonically the cla.ssical

functor HomR for ß -modules.

(5.2) PrQposition: The Hom-functor (5.1) yields an additive funcior

(I) HomR{A,~ :~(ß) ~~

for each A in 14{ß) and a quadratic functor

(2) HomR{-JM) : M{ä)°P~~

for each M in ~(ID. The quadratic cross effect of (2) ia given by the formula

(3) HomR{AIB,M) =HomR~R{ASB,Mee)

Compare (4.2) where we describe the corresponding resuli for quadratic tensor pI(r
ducts. The isomorphism in (3) ia obtained by the projection

(4) r12 : Homf!.{AEBB,M) --++ Homß,8R{ASB,Mee)
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whieh ca.rries a to the natural transformation {J: A(X) ~ B(Y) --+ Mee(X,Y) with

ß(a8b) = aX,y{i1a,i2b). By (3.5) the quadratie funetor F = HomRL,M) is 80 qua-

dratie l:;1(ß)0P-module; the structure mapa T,B,P are given by the following na

tural transformations
- T

(5) HomR~R(ASB,Mee) ~ HomR~ß(BSA,Mee)

H P
(6) HomR(A,M) ----+ HomRS~(ASB,Mee)---+ HomR(A,M)

defined by

(Tß)(aSb) =T,8(aSb),

(7) (Ha)(aSb) = a(a,b) + Ta(b,a),

(Pß)(a) =Hß(a8a) and (P,ß)(a,b) = ,ß(aSb) .

(5.3) Examples: Let R be a commutative ring and consider the quadratie R-mo

dules RA,RS and Rr defined in (3.3)(3). Moreover let A be an R-module.

(1) A quadratie form a: A --+ RA can be identified with an R-bilinea.r map

a : AxA --+ R s80tisfying 0(80,80) =O. Whence a ia just an altemating bilinear form.

(2) A quadrati~ form a: A --+ RS ean be identified with 80 function a: A~ R

which s80tisfies a(A•a) = A2 •a(80) fOI AER, 80 EA and fOI whieh the funetion

äa : AxA -.-.. R, äa(a,b) = o(8o+b) - a(a) - a(b)

is R-bilinear. Thus a ia the same as a gUadratie D Q!l A in the classical sense,

see for example [1], [15].

(3) A qua.dr8otie form a :,A --+ Rr ean be identified with a pair of funetions

a : A --+ R, ä: AxA --+ R fOI which a : A --+ R, ä: AxA --+ R for which

a(Aa) = A20(8o) and fOI which & is symmetrie R-bilinear with

2ä(a,b) =a(8o+b)-o(a)-a(b) a.nd ~(a,a) = a(a). If R ia uniquely 2-divisible a is

80 special quadratie form aB in (2) since in this case ä ia determined by a.

(5.4) Example: Let X be 80 eonneeted spate and let A be an abelian group.

J.B.C. Whitehead [17] considered the Pontrjagin square which ia 80 function

(n = even)
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Bere the quadratic I-module r{A} = (rA --+ A0A --+ rA), see (2.6)(4), yields the

induced quadratic I-module

H P
tN =(H2n(X,rA) * I H2n(X,AeA) * I H2n(X,rA).

Now the Pontrjagin square p together with the ~ product ia a qua.dratic form

gn(X,A) --+ Jl over 1l, compare [17].

(5.5) Lemma.: Let R be a ring and let F' be a finitely generated free R-module.

Then HomR(F,R) ia an ROP-module such that

X : HomR(F,R) &RM ~ HomR(F,M)

for any quadratic R-module M.

fmQf: We define the natural i80morphism X . aa follows. Let a,b EHomR(F,R),

m EM(e), n EM(e,e). Then x(a~) = Q is given by a(x) = Me(a(x»(m) and

a(x,y) = Mee(a(x),a(y))H(m) for X,1 E F. Moreover x([a,b]*n) = ß ia given by
ß(x) =PMee(a(x),b(x))(n) and ß(x,y) = Mee(a.(x),b(y»)(n) + Mee(a(y),b(x»(n).

(5.6) Example: Let Y be a: finitely generated free abelian group and let

V# = Hom(Y,ll). Then ~ quadratic form Y* --+ r(y) can be identified via (5.5)

with an element in r(y) since Hom(Y# ,I) = V. NOw consider a closed l-eonnec

tOO 4-dimensional manifold X and let b: H4X = 1--+ r(H2X) be Whitehead's

secondary boundary operator. Here H~ = V ia finitely generated free abelian and

b(l) Er(~) corresponds to a quadratic form (H0)# = H2(X) --+ 7J.r which ac
tually ia the intersection form of X.

Let ~ be an additive category and let F: fAop --+~ be a quadratic functor. For a

small subringoid ß C~ the quadratic ~oP-module F{l\oP} is defined as in (3.5)

by l\op c~oP. On the other band each object U in Ä gives as the äOP-module

[ß,Y] as in (4.3). We now define the map

(5.7)
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a.s follows. For { E F(U) let A({) be given by the functions aX' aX Y,
•(X,Y EßOp) with aX(a) = a (~) = F(a)(e), a E [X,U] and

aX y{a,b) = F(alb)H( ~), b E [Y,U]. The next proposition corresponds to (4.4).,

(5.8) PrQoosition: The homomorphiam ,\ in (5.1) ia well defined and natural. More

aver A ia an isomorphiam if U = Xlv ... v Xr ia a finite bipraduct with Xi E~ far

i = 1,... ,r and if !1 ia a full aubringoid of !.

Thia result ia a crucial properly of the Hom-group (5.1) which shows that definition

(5.1) ia again naturally derived from the nation of a quadratic functor. We leave it to

the reader to formulate a corollary of (5.8) corresponding to (4.6). Moreover we get as

in (4.7) the following example. Let R be a commutative ring and let

F : M.(R)oP --+ 4h be a quadratic functor. Then the quadratic R-module F{R} ia

defined and we derive from (5.1) the natural transformation

(5.9) A : F(A) --+ HomR(A,F{R})

where A EM(ä), compare (4~1). By (5.8) this map is an isomorphism if A ia a

finitely generated free R-module. We call (5.9) the Hom-approximatiou of the qua

dratic functor F.

§6 The gyadratic chain (unctors

In this section we asaociate with ea.ch quadratic ß-module M quadranc chain func

tors M* and M*. The definition of M* and M* ia motivated by applications in

homotopy theory [4]. The quadranc chain functors as well form a first step for the

construcüon of the derived functars in §7 and §8.

Let ß be a ringoid with a zero object denoted by o. A~ complex X. = (X*,d)
in !Ja is. a sequence of maps in a

d d(6.1) --+ Xn~ Xn- 1 ----t ... (n E 11.)
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with dd =O. A ehain map F: X* --t Y* is given by maps F =Fn : Xn --t Yn

with elF =Fd and achain homotoy a: F:! G is given by maps

a = an: Xn- 1 --t Yn with -Fn + Gn = and + dan+l" The chain eomplex X* is
positive (negative) if Xi = 0 for i < 0 (Xi =0 for i > 0). A negative ehain eom-

plex is also called a cochain complex X* where we write Xn = X-n'

d : Xn -+ Xn+1. Let ~ (~*) be the category of positive (negative) chain

complexes and let 14/:! (ß*I:!) be its homotopy category.

We also need the eategory Pair(ß) of pairs in ß; objeets are morphisms d in !t
and maps F": d --t d' , F = (FAJFB)' are eommutative diagrams

FA
A-----tlA'

d1 Fa 1d'
B I B'

A homotopy a : F ~ G ia a map a : B -+ A with -FA + GA = ad,

-FB+ GB = d' a. We have full inclusions of ~(ID/~ into R*/'::1. and R* I'::!.
which carry d to the ehain complex d: A = Xl -+B = Xa and to the cochain eom-

plex d: A = XO
--t B = Xl respectively.

(6.3) Definition'j Let M be a quadratie ]l-module. The gUadratic~ funetQrs asso

ciated to M are the functOIS

we define the

otherwise. On the other hand we define for an object d: XO --t Xl

cochain complex M*(d) by Mi(d) = 0 for i > 2 and by

the
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O (d*,(d,l)*H) 1 1 0 (H,(l,d)*) 1 1
M(X ) • M(X )EDM(X ,X ) I M(X ,X )

11 11 11
MO ( d) MI ( d) M2 ( d)

otherwise. For a map F: d -+ d' in Pair(ß) the induced chain mapa M*(F) and

M*(F) are defined in the obvious way. One readily checks that the composition of

maps in (2) and (3) respectively ia the trivial map O. The definition of M*, M* ia

motivated by the exampies in (5.5), (6.5) and (6.10) in [4].

We point out that the definition of M* above is dual to the definitüon of M*; here

duality is obtained by reversing arrOW8 and by the interchange of H and P.

(6.4) Theorem. The quadratic chains functors (6.3) induce functors

M* : PaiI(ä)/~ ----+ ~/~, M*: PairCID/~ ----+~*/~
between homotopy categories.

fIQQf: Let f = (fl'fQ) and g = (gl,gO) be "maps d --+ d' in ~(ä) and let

a : f ~. g be a homotopy. We can define a homotopy

(1) P: M*(f) ~ M*(g)
by the matriees (2) and (3).

(2) PI = ~I] .with {BI = a*lB2 B2 = (a,fO)*H

. {Al = (ad,f1)*H
/32 =(Al'~) Wlth .

~ =-(gl,a)*+ T(fl'a).
For the proof of (1) we have to check the following equations (4)... (9).

(4) --fa* + gO* = d*B1 + P{d,1)*B2
(5) -(fl'f1)* + (gl,gl)* = AlP - A2(I,d)*

(6) -fl * + gl* = PAl + Bld*
(7) -(fl'!o)* + (gl'go)* = -(l,d)*A2 + B2P(d,I)*
(8) 0 =PA2 + BlP(d,l)*

(9) 0 = -(l,d)*AI + B2d* .

Originally we found the formulas in (2) ... (3) as a solutions of the system of equa
tions (4)...(9). We now check (4).
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d*a* + P(d,l)*(d,fO)*H = (da)* + P(da,!a)*H

= (da)* + (da + fO)* - (da)* -fO*=~* -fO*'
Here we use (3.1)(5) and da = -Ca + gO' Next we obtain (5) by ad =-fl + gl and

by (3.1)(3):

(11) (ad,f1)*HP + (gl'a)*(I,d)* - T(fl'a)*(l,d)* =
(ad,fI)*T + (ad,fI )* + (gl,ad)*-T(fl'ad)* =
(ad,fl )* + (gl'ad)* = (-fi + gl'f1)* + (gl'-fl +gl )*

= -{fpfl )* + (gI ,gl)* .
In the last equation we use the biadditivity of the functor Mee in (3.1). For equation

(6) we consider

(12) P(ad,fI)*H + a*d* =(ad+fl )*- (ad)* -f1*+ (ad)* =-fI* + gl* .
Next equation (7) follows from

(13) -{l,d)*(gl,a)*-{l,d)*T(fl'a)*+(a,!a)*HP(d,l)* =
(gl'da)* - (a,df1)*T + (ad,fO)* + (a,fOd)*T =
(gl,-!a+gO)*+ (-f1+g1,f'a)* = (gl,gO)* - (fl'f'a)*,

Moreover we obtain (8) by

(14) -P(gl,a). + PT(fl,a). + a.P(d,l)* =
.-P(gl'a)* + P(fpa)* + P(ad,a)* = 0

In the last equaüon we use ad = -fl + gr Finally we obtain (9) by

(15) -{l,d)*(ad,fl)*H + (a,fO)*Hd* =-{ad,dfl)*H + (ad,!ad)*H = 0

Here we use dfl = fad. This completes the proof of theorem (6.4) for M*. The proof

for M* uses the 'dual' arguments. Let f = (Il,r1), g = (gO,gI) be maps d' --+ d in

Pair(ß) and let a: f:! g be a homotopy, Then we define a homotopy

P: M*(f) ~ M*(g)

..J. [Al] . {Al = P(ad' , fl)*
P- = A Wlth 1 1

2 ~ =-(g , a). + T(! ,a)* .
One can check aB above that (16) is satisfied.
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§7 Twelve qladratic (Inctors induced by a gyadratic ll=module

For a lI-module M one has the functora which carry an abelian group A to the

group

A ~ M, A*M, Hom(A,M) and Ext(A,M)

respectively. We now introduce for a quadratic I-module M twelve quadratic func

tors which generalize these classical functors. Using short iree resolutions we obtain

functors

(7.1) i:~ ---... :f!!.t(A.Q)/~ and iOP : Ü op ---... ~(~op)/~

as folIows. For each abelian group A we choose a ahort enct aequence

d
G> A .F q IIA

where G and F are free abelian groups and we set i(A) = dA' For a homomor

phism yJ: A --+ B we can choose a map f: dA -+ dB in Pair(Ab) which induces

'P. The homotopy class {f} of f ia well defined by yJ and we set i( f{J) = {f}. The

functor i i.s actually full and faithful. The functor iOP is induced by i.

A quadratic lI-module M yields the quadratic functOIS

(7.2) UO)71M: 4k --+~ and HomL,M): ~op --+~

which as well Yield a quadratic ~odu1e {--l~lI M and a quadratic ~oP-mo

dnle Rom {_,M} respectively, compare (4.2)(5), (6) and (5.2)(5), (6). We now use

(6.4) and (7.1) for the definiüon of the guadratic~ functOtS

(7.3) ({-}~lI M)* i :~ I ~/'::!. ,

({J O)IlM )* i :~ • fJl* I'::!,
(Hom{_,M} )*ioP : ~o~ ----+ Ab~/'::! J

(Hom{_,M} )*ioP : ~op --t~*I'::! .

The (co)homology grOUp8 of these four quadratic chain functOIS yield six functors

~ --+~ and six functOIS ~~P -+~ which we denote as follows where

dA ='i(A) as in (7.1) and where j =0,1, resp. 2.
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(7.4) Hj ({_}*1ZM)*dA = ASM, A*'M, resp. A*"M,

Hj({_}QD71M)*dA =A*M, A9'M, resp. A3"M,

Hj(Hom{-,M} )*dXP =Ext(A,M), Hom'(A,M), resp. Hom"(A,M),

Hj(Hom{--,M} )*dXP = Hom(A,M), Ext'(A,M), resp. Ext"(A,M).

The first nine of these functor8 appear in the exact sequences of [4], see (2.5), (3.5)
and (4.5) in [4]. For the convenience of the reader we now describe explicitly the

chain complexes used in (7.4). For tbis we choose d =dA: G --+ F as in (7.1).

(1) The chain complex ({_}37J.M)*dA is given by

(P,-d*) (d*,Pd*)
G9G~Mee I G97J.M s G 9 F 9 Mee I F 9'8. M.

(2) The cochain complex ({_} 9'8.M)*dA is given by

(H,-d*) (d*,d*H)
~~Mee I F91lM s F 3 G 3 Mee I G 9 71 M.

(3) The chain complex (Hom{--,M} )*dXP is given by

* * *Hom(~F,MeeJ (P,-d ) •Homll(F,M)$Hom(~,Mee) {d ,Pd) • Hom
ll

(G,M).

(4) The cochain complex (Hom{--,M})*~Xp ia given by

* * *Hom(G~,MeeJ I (H,-d ) Hom~G,M) S Hom(GSF,Mee) I (d ,d H) Hom
ll

(F,M) .

Here d*,d* denote the maps induced by d and the formulas for H and P are

described in (4.2)(7) and (5.2)(7) respectively. The degree of the group at the right

band side in each sequence above is O.

(7.5) Remark: The notation in (7.4) ia chosen since there is the following compati

bility with classical functars. Assume M ia a 1Z-module, that ia Mee = 0, then ane
readily verifies that the groups

A9M =A9'M, A*M =A*'M, Ham(A,M) = Hom'(A,M), Ext(A,M) = Ext'(A,M)

are given by the corresponding classical functors for abelian groupa. Moreover all

group8 A*"M, AS"M, Hom"(A,M) and Ext"(A,M) with j =2 in (7.4) are trivial

for Mee = O.
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(7.6) Proposition: One haB natural isomorphisms A~M = A~7I.M and
Hom(A,M) = Hom1l(A,M) where the right hand aide is defined by (4.1) and (5.1)

respectively. Compare also (8.10).

(7.7) Proposition: All funtiors in (7.4) are additive in M and quadratic in A. The

quadratic cross effects are naturally given by

(A IB)8M =AQDB~Mee =(A IB) 8 11 M

(A IB)*M =A*B*Mee =(A IB) *" M
Ext(A IB,M) =Ext(A*B,Mee) = Ext"(A IB,M)
Hom(A IB,M) =Hom(ASB,Mee) = Hom"(A IB,M)
(AIB)*'M =H1(dA4DdB,Mee) _(AIB)~'M

1Hom'(AIB,M) = H (dA~B,Mee) = Ext'(AIB,M).

Here dA denotes as weIl the chain complex (X*,d) with

d = dA : Xl = G -+ Xa =F, Xi = 0 for i ~ 2. The Künneth formula. yie1ds natural
exact sequences

(1) (A*B)SMee >--+ HI(dA~B,Mee) -+-+ (A8B)*Mee,

(2) Ext(A~B,M~ >~ H1(dAedBJM~ ---+-+ Hom(A*B,Mee)
These sequences are split, the splitting however ia not natural. There is a natural iso

morphism

(3) H1(dA 8 dß,Mee) = Trip(A,B,Mee)

where the right band aide ia the~ tOrsion product cf Mac Lane [12].

Proof of (7.7): We consider for N ={J81lM the functor

N*: fair(~/~ --+ ~/~, see (7.3). This funetor ia quadratic and its qua.dratic
cross effect admits a weak equivalence

t : N*(dA IdB)~ dAectB8Mee
cf chain complexes. For dA: Xl --+ Xo and dB : YI -+ Y0 and

C*=N*(dAldB) wehave
Co = Xo 8 Y0 8 Mee
Cl = Xl 8 Y I 8 Mee e Xl 8 Y0 8 Mee e y I 8 Xo8 Mee
C2 = Xl GD YI GD Mee e y 1 8 Xl 8 Mee
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The differential di : Ci --+ Ci-I is giyen by

~(xl ~ Y1 8 n) = Xl Q) Y1 Q) n - Xl e dBy1 ~ n
~(11 8x1 8n) = Xl 8Y1 8;Tn- Y1 8dAx l 8n

d1(Xl Q) 11 8 n) = dAx l 8 dBY1 "n

d1(Xl Q) 10 Q) n) = dAXl Q) yO Q) n

d1(y1 "Xo Q) n) = Xo Q) dBy1 Q) Tn

where Yi E Yi' Xi E Xi' n E Mee· The map t is given by the identity in degree 0
and by

.2(x1 Q) Y1 Q) n) = 0

w2(y1 "Xl" n) =Xl "Y1 ~ Tn
'1(x1 Q) Yl Q) n) = Xl 8 dBY1 Q) n

'1(x1 8 YO Q) n) = Xl GD 10 Gi' n
t 1(y1 8 X o 8 n) = Xo Q) Y1 " Tn

Since HjN*(dA IdB) is the cross effect in HjN*(dA ED dB) we obtain (A IB) "M,

(A IB)*'M and (A IB)*"M by the weak equivalence V and by the Künneth for

mula.. In a similar way one obtains the other cross effects in (7.7).

(7.8) Proposition: There are natural inclusions and projections of abelian groups

A*"M > I A *A *M ,. ee
A8"M I I A " A "M Jee
Hom"(A,M) >-+ Hom(A"A,Mee,)

Ext"(A,M) +-+-- Ext(A *A,Mee).

fIQQi: We only consider the first inclusien. For this we see by (7.4)(1), that A*"M

ia the intersection (d* = 1 Q) d 8 1).

ker(P) nker(--d*) C G "(A*Mee) CG" G" Mee
where ker(--d*) = GO) (A*Meel. We have to show (d" 1 0) l)(A*"M) = O. Then

the first inclusion in (7.8) ia given. Let T: GO) G 0) Mee --+ G 0) G 0) Mee be the

interchange map with T(x 0) y 0) n) = y Q) x" Tn. Since HP = 1 + T we see that

T restricte<i to ker(P) ia -1. Whence we get for x EA*"M

(d 0) 1 Q) 1)(x) =-{d 0) 18 l)T(x) =-T(l "d Q) l)(x) =O.

(7.9) Remark: Using (7.7) it is easy to compute the functors (7.4) for finitely genera

ted abelian grOUp8 A. For tbis we need only to consider cyclic graups 7I/n = A with

the presentatian dA =n : 7I = G --+ 7I =F. In tbis case we have 7I. 8 71M =Me and
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Homll(ll,M) = Me; therefore the chain complexes (7.4)(1)... (4) can be expressed in

terms of H,P in the quadratic ll-module M. In particular (7.4)(1), resp. (2), is

given for dA = n by

(P) (n*,nP)
(1) M ,-n I M SM I M respee e ee e"

j) (n InH)
(2) MH,-n M SM I * M

ee e ee e
where n* ia defined in (2.1). In addition we can use the following formulas for the

computation.

(7.10) Proposition: Let A be a finite abelian group and let

one has the natural isomorphisms

E EExt (A,M) = A & M, Hom(A,M) = A *M,

Hom'(A,M) =AE *'M, Ext'(A,M) =AE &'M,

Homtl(A,M) = AE*"M, .Ext"(A,M) = AE &tlM.

There is a non natural i80morphism AE ~ A.

EA = Ext(A,ll). Then

.f.I22f: Since A ia finite w~ obtain a presentation of Ext(A,lI) by

d~ : F# =Hom(F,lI)~ G# = Hom(G,71). Using (5.5) we can replace Homll(F,M)

by F#a1J.M. Thia way the chain complex (7.4)(3) for dA ia the same as the ehain

complex (7.4)(1) for d1. This praves the left hand side of equations in (7.10).

(7.11) Remark: The 12 functors in (7.4) evaluated on A = 1l are given by the table

1J.&M = M ll*'M =0 ll*IIM =0e
7l.*M =0 llSJM =ker H - 1l.e"M =cok H

Ext(lI,M) = 0 Hom'(1l.,M) =cok P Hom"(1l.,N) =ker P

Hom(7I,M) = Me Ext'(7l,M) =0 Ext tl (7l,M) =O.

Here H,P are the maps of the quadratic 7l-module M.

(7.12) ExampIes: Eilenberg-Mac Lane introduced quadratic functors R:~ --+ äh
and n: All --+~, compare § 22 and § 13 respectively in [9]. For these funetors one

haB a new interpretation since there are natural isomorphisms (see (3.15) and (3.7) in

[4])
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R(A) ~ A*Jllr and O(A) ~ A~'llr .

Here 1/.r ia the quadratic ll-module in (2.11); we do not know, whether for example

also A*'71S and A ~,U.S playa role in the literature. Generalizations of the functors

R and n are described by J. Decker, see m (4.2)[7] and also [5].

§8 oyadrqtic deriyed functors

In tbis section we associate with a quadratic ß-module Machain functor and a c<r

chain functor. If we apply these functors to a projective (resp. injective) resolution we

get the quadratic derived functors which coincide with the classical derived functors

in case Mee = o. We understand that Dold-Puppe [8] obtained derived functOIS of

non additive functors which as weil generalized the classical derived functoIS of an

additive functor; the construction of the quadratic derived functors below ia different

and relles on the structure of a quadratic module.

Let ~ be a ringoid with a. zero object. An ß-module . M yields the following~

functola which are as weil denoted by M

* *(8.1) M : ~/'::!. --t ~/'::!. and M: ä I'::!. --t ÄJl /'::!.,
compare the notation in (6.1): For a chain complex X. in L we define M(X*)
simply by setting M(X*)n = M(Xn). The differential d* in M(X*) ia induced by

the differential d in X*, d* =M(d). Similarly we get induced chain maps M(F)

with M(F)n = M(Fn) and induced chain homotopies' M(a) with M( a)n = M( an)'
Since M ia an additive functor ane readily observes that tbis chain functor ia well

d.efined. In the same way ane gets the cochain functor M which carries X* Eß* to

the cochain complex M(X*).

Now let M be a quadratic R-module. We aBsociaie with M the guadratic~

functors M as in (8.1) which again are simply denoted by M, see (8.2) and (8.3). 1Jl
fa.ct, if Mee = 0 these chain funttors coincide with the additive functors above.

(8.2) Definition: For X* in L the chain complex C* = M(X*) is given by the
abelian groups (n ~ 2)
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[

Co = M(XO)
(1) Cl = cok{(P,-(I,d)*) : M(X1 ,Xl) -+ M(X1) EB M(X 1 ,XO)}

Cn = cok{PEB(1,d)*:M(Xn,Xn )EBM(Xn,X1 ) --+ M(Xn)EBM(Xn,XO)}

The differential d = dn : Cn --+ Cn- 1 is induced by the maps

{

d1 = (d*,P(d,l)*),
(2)

dn·=d*$ (d,l)*, n~2.

For achain map F : X* -+ Y* we get the induced chain map

M(F) : MX* -+ MY* by

(3) { (MF)O = (F0)* '

(MF)n = (Fn)* Ei (Fn,F0)*' n ~ 1 .
Finally a chain homotopy a: F ~ G, an : Xn- 1 -+ Yn in R:. yields a chain homo
topy Ma: MF ~ MG by

{
(Ma)l = «a1)*,(a1,FO)*H),

(4)
(Ma)n = (an)* • (an ,FO) *' n ~ 2.

The next definition is dual to (8.2).

(8.3) Definition:" For X· in R* the cochain complex C* = MX* ia given by the

abelian group's (n ~ 2)

[

CO = M(XO)

(1) Cl = ker {( H,-(I,d)*) : M(X1) • M(X1,XO) -+ M(X1,X I)}
Cn = ker{H$(I,d).: M(X n ) tBM(Xn,XO) -+M(Xn,Xn)flM(Xn,XO)}

The differential d =dn : Cn
-+ Cn+1 is induced by the'maps

(2) d1 = (d.,(d,I)*H), d
n = d*S(d,I)., n~2 .

For a chain map F : X* --+ Y* we get the induced chain map

M(F) : MX* -+ MY* by

(3) (MF)O =(FO)*, (MF)n =(~)*S(rJlJFO)*, n~l.

Finally a chain homotopy a: F ~ G (an: Xn+1 --+ y n) in ~* yields a chain

homotopy Ma: MF ~ MG by

(4) (Ma)O = «aO)*,P(aO,FO)*), (Ma)n = (an)*E9(an,FO)*, n~l.
(8.4) Proposition: The definitions (8.2) and (8.3) yield well defined functors

M :~/~ -+ Ab*/~ and M: ä*/~ -+ t:JJ.*/~ respectively.
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The funetoIS M in (8.4) are quadratie, the cross effect of these funetors is described

in §9 be1ow. The proof of (8.4) is similar to the proof of (6.4), in fact (6.4) ca.n be used

for the l-dimensional part of the proposition, compare (8.5) below.

We point out that the definition of the quadratie chain functors relles on the struc

ture maps H and P of the quadratie ß,-module M; a functor ß --+ 4!l which is

merely quadratie is not appropriate for the definition of the funetors in (8.4).

(8.5) Remark: The quadratie ehain functors M* and M* in (6.3) are related to the

quadratie chain funttors M in (8.4) as follows. Let dl : Xl~ Xo and

dO : XO --+ Xl be given by X* and X* respectively. Then the l-dimensional part

of MX*, resp. of MX.*, coincides with the map

MI(d1)/boundaries ---+ MO(dl ), resp. MO(dO) ---+ cycles C MI(dO),

compare the definition in (6.3) and (8.2), (8.3). This shows thai for Xi = 0, Xi = 0,

i ~ 2, one has isomorphie homology groups HiMX* =HiM*(dl ),

. * . * ° 2 * °H1MX = HlM (d) for i = 0,1. The homology H2M*(d1) and H M (d ), how-

ever, cannot be obtained by MX* and MX* respectively.

We now aBsume that the additive category ~ is an abelian category ~th enough

projectives and injectives respectively, for example Ä = l:;!(JJJ. The homology of

chain complexes in a ia defined. We aay that X* ia a projective resolution of

X EOb~ Ü achain map E: X* --+ X in A, ia given (whieh induees an isomor

phism in homology) where all Xi of X* are projective in Ä and where X is the

chain complex e~neentlated in degree O. On the other hand X* is an injective~

!nllim of X if a chain map E: X ---+ X* in a.* ia given (which induees an iso

morphism in eohomology) where all Xi of X* are injective in fA. It is weIl known

that the choiee of resolutions X*, X* yields funetors i: a --+ a*I'::!. and
j : A-+ ~/'::!. which are well defined up to canonieal isomorphisma.

(8.6) Definition: Let ~ be an abelian category as above and let M: ~ --+ ÄR be a

quadratie functor. Then (3.5) shows that M yielda 30 quadratie ä-module
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M = M{A} as well denoted by M. Using the resolution funetors i,j above and

using (8.4) one gets functors

(1) Mi : 4, --+ AQt/~ and Mj: a. --+ !JJlt I'::!. .
The n-th (co)homology cf these functors yields the quadratic deriyed functors

LnM : !Js --+~, RnM: A--+~ respectively, n ~ o. For X EOb(~ ene has

(2) (LnM)X = HnMXt and (RnM)X = HnMX*

where Xt ' X* are resolutions' as above. The chain complexes MXt , MX* are de

fined as in (8.2), (8.3).

(8.7) Remark: In case M in (8.6) ia an additive functor, that ia Mee =0, the

derived funetors coincide with the classical derived functers of M, see for example

[6], [10]. For a quadratic funetor M Dold-Puppe [8] as well defined derived functors;

their construction, however, ia different to the one in (8.6) and ia available for any

non additive functor A-+ ~., Dur definition in (8.6) ia adapted especially to qua
dratic functors.

(8.8) Definition: Let A be an abeIian category and let M: Ä --+~ be a quadratic
functor. We 8ay that M is quadratic _ ~ if ea.ch exact sequence

Xl ..-4... Xo.....!l..... X ----+ 0 in Ä induces -an exact sequence

(dt,P(d,I)*) q.
M(XI) e M(XII Xo) I M(XO) --00+ M(X)~ 0 .

We aay thai M is guadratic 19ft~ Ü each exact sequence

0--+ x -i.. XO..-4... Xl in fA induces an exa.ct aequence

i* ° (dt,(d,l)tH) I 1 0
o --+ M(X) ----+ M(X ) • M(X ) e M(X IX ) .

The definitions immediately imply as in the classical ca.se:

(8.8) Lemma: Let M: ~ -+~ be quadratic right exad then one has the natural

i80morphism M ~ LOM. Dually if M ia quadratic left exact ene has the natural iso-

morphism M ~ ROM.

As exa.mples cf quadratic derived functors we obtain the follewing auadratic ThI iM
~ functors for a small ringeid 11, n ~ o.
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R
(8.9) Tarn : ~(ß)0P x ~(!!) --+ ä

Ext~ : M.(Wop
x ~(R) --+ ~.

For M in ~(B) these funetors are derived from the quadratic functors

(1) _ 8~M : M(RoP) -i ä

(2) Hom~L,M) : l:1(Wop
-i~,

that ia, for a projective resolution X* of X in ~(ioP) and for a projective resolu

tion Y* of V in M.(ID we set

R(3) Torn(X,M) =Ln(_8RM)(X) =Hn((_~RM)(X*)),

(4) Exti(V,M) = RnHomR(_,M)(Y) = Hn(HomRL,M)(Y*)).

In (4) we consider Y* as an injective resolution in l4,{IDoP and we use (8.3). Clea.r

ly the groups (3), (4) are trivial for n ~ 1 in case X and Y are projective objects

in 4,. The functorB (8.9) are quadratic in the first variable and additive in the second

variable.

(8.10) Proposition: The functor _ ~RM is quadratic right exact and the functOI

HomR(--,M) ia quadratic left exact so that we have natural isomorphisms (see (8.8))

R 0
Tor 0 (X,M) = X 8ß.M and ExtR(Y,M) =HomR(V,M) .

In case M is an ß-module, that is Mee =0, the Tor and Ext groups above coincide

with the classical groups, see [10].

(8.11) Example: Let ß = 7J. be the ring of integers and let M be a quadratic lI-mo

dule. For an abelian group A one gets (see (7.4» TOI~(A,M)=A*'M and

Exti<A,M) =Ext / (A,M). This follows since dA in (7.4) ia a projective resolution cf

A, see (8.5). Clearly Tor~ = 0 = Extl for n ~ 2 since the chain complex dA is

1-dimensional.
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We also introduce functors

R

{

Tor n : Ma(IDoP )( QM(ß) --+ ah ,
(8.12)

Extfi : M(!i)°P )( QM(~ --+~ .

For A EMaGßOp), resp. A EH(WoP, these functors are derived from the additive

functOIS

(1)

(2)

A ~R _ :~(ID --+ ~, resp.

Homß.(A,~ : ~Cß) ---.~.

That is, for a projective resolution M*, resp. injective resolution M* of

M E~(ß) we set

R
(3) TOR n (A,M) = Ln(A~~~M = Hn(A~~M*),

(4) EXTfi(A,M) = Rn(HomR(A,~)M = Hn(HOIDß,(A,M*)).

Clearly these groups are trivial for n ~ 1 if M ia a projective, resp. injective, object

in ~(ID. Moreover, since (I), (2) are additive functors, all the usual results of ho

mological algebra are available, for exa.mple in (8.ia) we apply the long exact sequen

ces induced by ahort exact sequences, see IV. (6.1) [10).

(8.13) P"rQposition. The functor A~R_ ia right exact and the functor HomR(A,~

R. ß
isleft exact, so that TORä(A,M) = A~RM = Torä(A,M), and

o 0
EXTR(A,M) =HomR.(A,M) =Extfi,(A,M).

1t ia a classical reault (see for example [10]) that for Mee = 0 there are also natural

isomorphisms TOR~ = Tor~ and Ext~ = EXT!i., n ~ 1. The next example shows

that tms is not tree for Mee f O.

(8.14) Example: Let ß =11 and M =Q, see (2.2). Then Q is a free (whence pro

jective) Q-module and therefore TOR~(A,Q) =0 for n ~ 1. On the other hand
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Tor~(A,Q)=A*' Q has the cross effect (A IB)*' Q =(A*B)~zr, see (7.7). There-
7l. 1J.

fore TORI f Tor1·

(8.15) Example: One has a ahort exact sequence 0 --+ -u.S --+ 7l.f' --+ 71. -+ 0 in

9:M{7J.), see (2.11). This sequence induces the exact sequence

TORf{A,7I} -+ A07IS -+ A0l -+ A07I -+ 0

where TOR~{A,7l.) = A*71. = O. Whence one gets this way the top row of (2.10), see

(4.9). On the other hand the exact sequence 0 --+ -u.S -+ 7lf --+ 71/2 --+ 0 in

9M{71.), induces the exa.d sequence

TOR~{A,llr) --+ TOR~{A,1l/2)--L A~71S ....L A~71r -+ A~7I./2 --+ 0

where TOR~{A,71/2) = A*1J./2. We now show that i ia injective so that 6 = O. In

fact i ia injective if A is cyclic and whence also if A is finitely generated. Since

_~M commutes with dired limits we see that i is injective for any abelian group

A.

§9 The cross e (feet 0 f quadrat i c derived functors

We introduce biderived ·functors which describe the cross effects of the quadratic de

rived functors in §8. Moreover we discus8 various exact sequences for these functors.

We a&sume that ß is a ringoid with a zero object.

(9.1) Definition: Let M be an ß~ß-modu1e, see (1. 7). Then we define the a.dditive
functor

M : ~/~ ~ ~/~ --+ M4/~

(as weIl denoted by M) as folIows. For chain complexes X*,Y* in ~ we get

C* = M(X*,Y*) by (n ~ 2)

{

CO=M{Xa,Yo)
(1) C1=cok{«l,d)*j-(d,1)*):M(Xl'Y1) --+ M(Xl'YO)EBM(XaYI)}

Cn=cok{(l,d)*tB(d,l)*:M(Xn,Yl)EBM(Xl'Yn) --+ M(Xn'YO)EBM(XO'Yn)}
The differential d = dn : Cn --+ Cn- 1 is induced by the maps
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{
dl = «d,I)*J (l,d).) J

(2)
dn =(d,I)* ED(l,d)*, n~2.

Far chain maps F: X* -+ X*, G: Y*-+ Y* we get the induced chain map

M(FeG) : M(X*,Y*) -+ M(X*,Y*) by

(3) fM(FeG)o = (FO,GO)*

lM(F, G)n =(Fu,GO). ED (FO,Gn)*, n ~ 1.

Finally, chain homotopies a : F ~ F' J ß: G ~ G' yield achain homotopy

M(a,ß) : M(F ~ G) ~ M(F'~G') by

{
M(a,,8)1 =« a1 J G.°)*'(F0 ,.81)*),

(4)
M( a,,8)n = (an' GO)* Ei (F0 ' ,8n).' n ~ 2.

The nen definition is dual to (9.1).

(9.2) Definition: We now associate with an ß~ß-module M the additive functor

* * *M : ß /'::!. ~ß /'::!. -+ fJJ.. /'::!.

(as weil denoted by M) as folIows. For cochain complexes X*, y* in ß* we get

C* .= M(X*,r) by (n ~ 2)

[

CO=M(XO,yO)

(1) C1=ker{«l,d)*!-{d,1)*):M(X1,yO) -+ M(XO,y1) -+ M(X1,y1)}

Cn=ker{(l,d)*e(d,l)*:M(Xn,yO)EDM{XO,yn) -+ M(Xm,y1)EDM(XI,yn)}

The differential d = dn : Cn -+ Cn+1 is induced by the maps
1

{

d = «d,l)*,(l,d).),
(2) .

dn =(d,l)*ED (l,d)*, n ~ 2 .

For chain map8 F: X* -+ X,* , G: y* -+ y,* we get the induced chain map

M(FeG) : G(X·,Y*) -+ M{X'*,yt*) by

{

M(~)O =(FO,aO)*,
(3)

M(F ,G)n =(pll,aO)*ED (FO,Gn)*, n ~ 1.

Finally chain homotopies a : F ::: F' J IJ: G '::!. G' yield a chain homotopy
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M(a,ß) : M(F*G) ~ M(F'~') by

o (0 ° (0....0))

[:

(a'ß) = ( a ,G )*, F ,p- * '
(4)

M(a,ß)n = (an,GO)*E9(FO,,8 )*, n ~ l.

As in (8.4) one can rea.dily check:

(9.3) Proposition: The functors in (9.1) and (9.2) are weil defined and additive.

The crucial property of the functors (9.1) and (9.2) ia described by the next reault.

(9.4) Theorem: Let M be a quadratic ß-module and let M(X* IY*) and

M(X* IY*) be cross effects of the quadratic funetors M in (8.2) and (8.3) respec

tively. Then there are natural isomorphism

t : M(X* IV*) ~ Mee(X*JY*) and x: Mee(X*,V*) ~ M(X* IY*)
of chain eomplexes. Here Mee is the ~*~-module given by M, see (3.1) and (1.7),

. * *and Mee(X*,Y*) and Mee(X ,Y ) are defined by (9.1) and (9.2) respectively.·

Similarly as in (8.6) we can use the functors in (9.1), (9.2) for the definitions of de-
rived functors. Let ~ be an abelian category with enough projeetive and injectives.

(9.5) Definit.ion: Let M be an A*Ä-module. Using the resolution functors

i : 4. -+ ~/~ and j: ~ -+ A*/~ one gets the additive functors

(1) M(i~):~8~ --+~/~ and M(j0j):~S~ --+ Ml*I'::!. .
The n-th (co)homology of these functors yields the bideriyed funetors

LnM :~ 8 b.. --+ 4h and RUM: ä,8A, --+~

respectivelYJ n ~ o. For X,Y E Ob(a) one has

{
(LnM)(X,Y) = HnM(X*JY*) ,

(2) (RnM)(X,Y) =HnM(X*,Y*)

where X*JY* (resp. X*,V*) are projective (resp. injective) resolutions of X,Y. The

chain complexes M(X*,Y*), M(X*,v*) are defined in (9.1), (9.2).

AB & colollary of (9.4) one gets immediately.
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(9.6) Corollary: Let M be a quadratic a-module. Then the quadratic derived func

tors (8.6) have the cross effects

(LnM){X IY) = (LnMee){X,Y)

(RnM){XIY) = (RnM~(X,y)

where Mee is the ~~~-medule given by M.

In addition to (9.6) one gets the following natural exact sequences for quadratic de

rived funetors, they correspond to the classical exact sequenees for derived funetors in

case Mee = O. To this end we eonsider a ahort exact sequenee

.s s
(9.7) S = (0 --. X .1..-.... y .JL... Z --+ 0)

in tJ. and maps S --.5' between such sequences.

(9.8) Theorem: Let M be a quadratie A-module. Then S in (9.7) yields the fol

lowing natural commutative diagram in which the lOWS and columns are long exact

sequences (n E 71.).

1
Ln+1Mee(X,Y)

10

We lea.ve it to the reader to write down the dual diagram for right derived functors

Rn; for this we siX:UP1y replace L* by R* in such a way that 8 raises the degree

by 1. If Mee = 0 we see that the lews of the diagram are isomorphie, in this case the

lOW coincides with the classical end sequenee for left derived funetors, see IV §6

[10]. In case the gequence S is split all boundaries 8 are trivial and the remaining

short exact sequences are split, this yields (9.6).
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Proof of (9.8): We can choose a short exa.ct sequence of projective resolutions

(1) 0 --+ X* -L y * ....!:-. Z* --+ 0
of S, compare the proof of (IV. 6.1) [10]. As a module we have Yn = XnEBZn. The

differential of Y* ia given by

(2) (dfBd) + i1{r2 : Xn 6) Zn = Yn --+ Xn- 1 6) Zn-l = Yn-1
Here d denotes the differential of X* and Y* respectively. We now derive from
(1) the following commutative diagram in which rowa and columnB are ahort exact
sequences of chain complexes

The maps j are weil defined chain maps since we have (2) for the botindary in Y*'.
We now set

(4) LnMi
s = Hnker(q*), LnMqs =Hncok(i*) .

Now (9.8) is obtained by the long exact sequences associated to short exact sequences
of chain complexes.

There are the following exa.mples of biderived functors. We associate with M in

~Gßeß) the additive functors

(9.9) [

_ eßeäM : l:1CßoP)eMU~oP) --+ ah

HomReßGM) : M(fi,)oPeM(R)oP -+~

which carry the object (X,Y) to (XSY)8ReRM and Homß,8R(X8Y,M) respec

tively, compare (4.2)(3) and (5.2)(3). The biderived functors of (9.9) are denoted by

(1) Tor~GDRpC, Y,M) = LnCGDRGDRM)(X,Y),
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(2) Extg9g(X,Y,M) = Rn(HomR~RL,M)(X,Y).

Using (9.6) one obtains for a quadratic ß-module M the cross effects (n ~ 0)

R R9R(3) - Torn(XIY,M) = Torn =(X,Y,Mee),

(4) Ext~(Xly,M) = Extg*R(X,Y,Mee).

As an example of (1) we get for ß = 7l. the tripie torsion product of Mac Lane [12]

(5) Tor~(X,y,M) = Trp(X,Y,M) = H1(dX~y,M),
compare (7.7)(3). We also can apply theorem (9.8) for the functors in (3), (4); this

leads for ß = 7l. to the following results on the functors in (7.4), see (8.11).

(9.10) Theorem: Let M be a quadratic 7l.-module and let

S : 0 --+ X~ Y -9..... Z --+ 0 be an exact sequence of abelian groups. Then one has

the following commutative diagrams in which the rows and the rectangle sequences of

broken arrows are exact sequences of abelian groups. Moreover these diagrams are

natural in S.

IJH (dX~ M )----------- ..... XSM1 Z' ee .

T q. IJ 1 q*
Q-+i *'M --+ Y*'M *. I Z*'M » i SM --+ YSM---+ ZSM..... 0

T 1
X*'M +------- 0 +---------X@Z~Mee

1 I}
H (dXedZ,Mee) +- - - - - - - - - - Hrm(X,M)

1 * I} q*
o+-Ext( i ,M)+-Ext(Y,M).-LExt(Z,M)+--Hom(i,M)+- Hom(Y,M) +- Hom(Z,M)+- 0

1 T
Ext(X,M) - - - - ~ 0 - - - - - - -+ Hom(Xon,M~

In case Mee = 0 the diagram above correspond exactly to the classical six term ex
act sequences. We can apply these exact aequences for example if M ia the quadratic

ll-module M ="'D.r . In this case the torsion product Y*'"'D.r =R(Y) correspond to
the funetor R of Eilenberg-Mac Lane, see (7.13).
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